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Summary:
There is no question over the importance of reading during the early years of childhood.
However, it can often be difficult to encourage children to read.

This article explains how p
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Article Body:
Reading regularly from an early age has enormous benefits for a child throughout childhood and
* Increased comfort with reading
A comfortable reader is a confident reader.

This means that the speed with which something ca

* Increased word power

Coming in to contact with words more frequently means they are more likely to stick in the rea
* Increased knowledge

Whether reading for pleasure or for school, college or work, books help to broaden our horizon

So, how can we ensure that our children read, and read regularly?

There is a simple thing to bear in mind to ensure a child wants to read - the child has to enj
And how is this achieved, I hear you say?

For a child to enjoy reading, the subject matter must be one that they have some familiarity w
Now here’s the real trick : There is nothing that interests any child more than themselves!
Personalized stories will inspire the child to read and re-read a story, because this will be

Even if you are reading a story to an infant or toddler, the repetition of their name will gen

There are many personalized stories available to buy over the Internet, ranging in price and q
Things that you should consider when looking to buy a personalized story book:
-

what level of personalization do you require? (Simply the child’s name, or other details too
does the book promote a positive message?
how durable is the book?
what will it cost? (Don’t forgot to factor in shipping costs!)
how long does it take to manufacture? (This can often be the more important factor, particul
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